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Mexico: stabilization, debt and growth RudigerDornbusch Massachusetts Institute of Technology



1. Introduction Mexican history in the past decades has been shaped by proximity to the US - Porfirio Diaz said 'Mexico is so close to the United States and so far from God'. Very significant inequality in income distribution, vast oil wealth and, so far, surprising political stability are other important characteristics. A large external debt and unfavourable terms of trade have, for the time being, put an end to growth and aggravated financial instability far beyond anything Mexico has experienced in the post-war period. The Mexican economy today is at a crossroads. A major stabilization is underway. With prudent management and some luck on external factors, notably oil, there is a good chance of a return to growth and stability. But Mexican history is checkered and policy mistakes abound. After six years of crisis and adjustment the room for mistakes has become very small. The extent of economic stress in the Mexican economy, and the considerable lack of confidence of the Mexican public, is brought out by a public opinion poll reported in the New York Times (November 6, 1986). Inflation was singled out as problem number 1 by 53% of the respondents, and (as shown in Figure 1) inflation then was only half the rate of late 1987! An astounding 54% of the respondents felt that Mexico would never emerge from the economic crisis, and another 30% thought it would take more than 10 years. The stabilization programme underway has started reversing these expectations and offers a genuine prospect of renewed financial stability.
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Summary Mexico today is at a crossroads.As the de la Madrid presidency, which has been dominated by the debt crisis, comes to an end, a numberof majorpolicydifficultiesremain: inflation is still a problem and the continuationof stagnationin a countrywherethepopulation grows by 3% a year is clearlyunsustainable. The outlookfor inflation is dependenton thegovernment'sability to keep its budgetunder control. The stabilization programmehas beenquite successfulin this respect,but the cost in termsof foregone growthis staggering. The issue here is how to collectthe disinflation benefitsof policy restraint.Analysing the peculiar processof rapid inflation, both in Mexico and elsewhere,the author calls for an incomespolicy. As for growth,it is closelylinkedto the externalsituation. Mexico, whichtriggeredthedebtcrisisin 1982, has maderemarkableprogress in achieving a non-interestcurrentaccountsurplus. Yet its external debt remains huge and requires a continuation of net transfers abroad. The experiencethough, is that debt service comes at the expenseof productiveinvestmentand growth. The authorproposes to escape from the unacceptablechoice between debt service and growthbyadoptingwhathe calls 'interestrescheduling',a debt-equity swap applied to interestpaymentsrather than to the principal.



Sterilization



is salvation



International Herald Tribune, December 1, 1987. Copyright 1987 Philadelphia Inquirer.



Reprinted with permission of Universal Press Syndicate. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1. The inflation rate (% last 12 months) Source: International Financial Statistics



This paper discusses two topics that are now at the centre of Mexican macroeconomic policy debate: the scope for and ways of reducing inflation, and the question of growth in the absence of external resources including the problem of capital flight. Inflation is discussed in the context of the new programmes, known from the experiences of Peru, Argentina, Brazil and Israel that combine incomes policy with monetary and fiscal policy. We emphasize the extent to which the fiscal correction which has already been implemented places Mexico in a favourable situation, quite unlike the case of other Latin American countries. The chances for success of inflation stabilization depend critically on the budget. The strong budget improvement of the past few years provides the most difficult component for incomes policy-based stabilization. With the budget under firm control the stabilization programme that is being implemented under the title 'pacto de solidaridad' thus stands a serious chance of success. The discussion of debt and growth brings up the question of resource requirements for growth. With large net outward resource transfers, as has been the rule in the past years, there are very strong limitations to growth. This raises the question of a policy toward external debt. Recycling of interest payments is proposed as a means for the country
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Figure 2. The Mexican-US real exchange rate (index: 1980 = 100, CPI-based) Source: International Financial Statistics.



to have the resources for growth without actual debt relief. Recycling would also suspend the problem of capital flight which today takes on bank-run like features. Figure 2 shows the history of the Mexican real exchange rate, measured as the ratio of Mexican to US consumer prices in a common currency. Because of high capital mobility and a pervasive consciousness of financial fragility, capital flight has made policy more difficult in Mexico. The high mobility of capital leaves basically no option but to accept that asset holders have easy access to the world capital market, so that exchange rate management must carefully avoid overvaluation. Given the large (short-run) scope for using exchange rates to promote disinflation and enhance standards of living, however, political instincts often lead in the opposite direction. The interaction of budget correction, inflation stabilization and solutions to the debt problem represents the chief vehicle through which a return of flight capital can be achieved. The return of flight capital is unlikely to be the panacea that solves Mexico's problems, but it can be an important part of the solution. A historical and international perspective is useful to remind us that Mexico has a tradition of low inflation and high per capita growth. On both counts the past six years have been disastrous. The contrast between the historical record and the recent experience helps explain the
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emphasis on inflation fighting in the current stabilization and the urgent need to return to growth. Political stability will be more than precarious. if there is no success on both counts soon. In fact, however, there is room for optimism. Mexico may well be the Latin American country with the brightest prospects in the next decade. Section 2 presents a broad overview on the evolution of the Mexican economy and looks at some history, followed by a review of the sources of the 1982 crisis. The following section studies the Mexican macroeconomic experience since 1982. The remaining sections focus on inflation stabilization, the problem of moving from stabilization to growth and the question of how to reconcile growth and debt service. 2. An overview Mexico is an upper middle-income developing country and a member of the group of newly industrialized countries (NICs). In terms of real per capita income Mexico ranks above Brazil and below Korea or Spain. The comparison shown in Table 1 uses real income data adjusted for international purchasing power comparisons. On that basis Mexico has less than one-third of the US standard of living. The 30% growth in the relative standard of living, between 1955 and 1980, has since shrunk back as a result of the poor growth performance of the 1980s. 2.1. Macroeconomic performance



The macroeconomic performance of the past few decades is shown in Table 2.1 Until the early 1970s Mexico was a low-inflation country. In fact, the exchange rate relative to the US dollar was kept fixed, with unrestricted convertibility, for the entire period from 1954 to 1976. Since then inflation has increased sharply to nearly 200% in 1986-87 (Figure 1). That is far less than in Brazil or Argentina. But for Mexico, given both US proximity and a very low inflation experience in the post-war period, inflation became the number one problem, even dominating the stark decline in the standard of living. Per capita growth in Mexico in the period 1900 to 1940 averaged only 0.7%. In fact, in 1940 real per capita income was at the same level as it had been in 1910! But in the next four decades, between 1940 and 1980, per capita income growth averaged an impressive 3.1%, just slightly below that of Brazil. It is worth noting that this high per capita I



I For an impressive collection of historical statistics see Instituto Nacional de Estatistica, Geografia e Informatica EstadisticasHistoricas de Mexico, Mexico: 1986.
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Table 1. Comparative levels of real per capita income (index: United States = 100)



Mexico Argentina Brazil Korea Spain United States



1955



1972



1980



1985



24 30 15 12 31 100



28 41 20 17 50 100



32 40 27 25 52 100



28 30 23 31 48 100



Source: Summers and Heston (1984) and update. Table 2. Long-run performance of the Mexican economy (average annual percentage change, except as noted) Per capita growth 1940-54 1955-72 1973-81 1982-87



3.0 3.3 2.6 -2.6



Inflation



Transfer abroad (a)



10 5 22 91



n.a. -0.7 -1.3 6.9



Real wage (b) 0 3.7 3.1 -8.3



Source: Estadisticas Historicas. Notes: (a) % of GDP; (b) purchasing power of wages.



income growth occurred even though population growth over the four decades averaged as much as 3.2% per year. An alternative view of the macroeconomic record organizes data in the sexennios corresponding to the six-year presidential term. This is done in Table 3 for the last four presidencies. The comparison brings out just how poorly the current administration stands up by comparison with previous presidencies, although this is largely the mortgage left by the Portillo Lopez overborrowing and overvaluation and the oil crisis of 1986. Until the 1982 debt crisis, Mexico drew regularly on foreign resources to supplement domestic saving and finance growth.2 Resource transfers from the rest of the world (net imports in the GNP accounts) averaged nearly 1% of GDP in the period 1955-81. This is far less than it was in Korea, for example, where the corresponding number averaged 8%. 1 l 2 For Mexicandebt



historyof the 19th and 20th centurysee Turlington(1930), Tellez (1986)and Vogelsang (1987) in addition to the London and New York foreign bond holders protective associationpublications.
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238 Table 3. Macroeconomic performance during the past 4 sexennios (% p.a.)



Period



President per capita



1965-70 1971-76 1977-82 1983-88



Diaz Ordaz Echeverria Lopez Portillo de la Madrid



Growth 3.4 2.7 3.1 -2.5 (a)



Inflation 3.6 14.1 30.5 90.0 (a)



Source: Cardoso and Levy (1987) updated by the author. Note: (a) 1983-87.



But even so it represents a steady external supplement to growth finance. Mexico's earlier experience is reviewed in Section 2.2. Income distribution is among the worst in the world, matched by few countries other than Brazil. In the late 1970s, the latest period for which data are available, the lowest 20% of households had a share of 2.9%, and the top 20% received 40.6%. The top 5% of households received 25% of all incomes (see World Bank, World DevelopmentReport, 1987 and Estadisticas). Since the 1970s income distribution has certainly worsened. The adverse effect on income distribution of the large decline in real wages since 1980, shown in Table 2, has been aggravated by the poor performance of employment growth. In 1987 employment levels in manufacturing were 14% below those of 1981, the previous peak year, and total formal employment was stagnant. Since employment growth is the main channel through which income distribution is improved, as Chenery (1974) has shown, there is little doubt that distribution has worsened over the 1980s. The deterioration of income distribution presents a significant threat to political stability and limits the range of options for stabilization and growth. An important feature of Mexican development in the past 20 years has been the growing share of the public sector in economic activity. In part this is a reflection of the increased importance of oil. More importantly, it reflects a massive expansion of the government sector in a large number of economic activities (see Table 4). The fact that the period 1980-84 corresponds to the maximum public sector participation is an important hint to the contribution of an overexpanding public sector in creating the debt crisis. 2.2. Debt history



Mexico as a debtor has a checkered history. Between 1910 and 1920 Mexican debt went into default and the price of Mexican bonds fell
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Table 4. Indicators of the size of the public sector



1965-69 1970-75 1975-79 1980-84 1985-86



Value added (% of GDP)



Share in total investment (%)



11.7 14.5 19.4 26.3 23.9



37.5 33.6 41.9 44.0 36.3



Source: Adapted from Gil Diaz (1987a).



from 95 cents on the dollar to only 30 cents. An International Committee of Bankers (ICB) was formed in the early 1920s to attempt a renegotiation, but the various debt service plans never came to work. By 1930 Mexican debt was trading at 10 cents on the dollar, declining to as little as 1.4 cents in 1932. In 1942-46 the entire Mexican obligations - bond issues and their arrears of 30 years, railroad bonds, claims of the oil nationalization-were renegotiated. Dollar bonds, for example, were reduced to 20 cents on the dollar. The New York Council of Foreign Bond Holders protested the settlement, recommending against acceptance: 'The plan of service offered under this agreement, involving as it does, a reduction of principal, cancellation of a very large part of the back interest, payment of the current interest at an exceedingly low rate... involves principles which the Council has not admitted in its dealings with foreign governments.' (Foreign Bond Holders Protective Council Annual Report, 1961, p. 110.) But even so, most bond holders assented without much delay. By 1954 the ICB was dissolved and by July 1960 the remaining bonds outstanding, $35 million, were called for redemption. Marconi (1967), reviewing Mexican external resources, concludes that in the 1950s external longterm capital inflows averaged $100 million per year, rising to $300 million in 1963 and rapidly increasing from there. US bank claims on Mexico were $400 million in 1958 and had risen to $1 billion by 1964. External debt service increased between 1957 and 1964 from $100 to $450 billion. It is interesting to observe that the 1960 cleaning up of the bonded external debt was, in fact, the prelude to re-entry into the international bond market. At the same time as the bonds were called for redemption a first $100 million loan by an insurance company was reported.
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'Mexico is closing a checkered page in financial history, a story of default and rebirth that goes back to the misty era of international promise that preceded World War I... The turn of the century investors had vision but were off in their timing... How were they to know that the bonds they bought would stop paying interest and remain in bad standing for a quarter of a century. Nor did they sense, when the bonds were restored to good standing during World War II, that within another 15 years Mexico would be borrowing $100,000,000 from Prudential Life Insurance Company and would thereby be the envy of all of Latin America. The 46 years between the defaulting of the external bonds in 1914 and the granting of the Prudential loan will go down as marking the financial coming-of-age of the Latin republic... With most of the old bonds sucked out of the market by the redemption call last week, most of this lingering pub;ic evidence of Mexico's long struggle to live down the old debt default has been wiped out for good.' (New York Times, July 3, 1960.) Soon public bond issues followed. In July 1963 a syndicate led by First Boston underwrote a public bond issue of $40 million, with maturities between 3 and 15 years: 'An old friend is returning to the public bond markets here this week after an absence of 53 years ..... Mexico's return to the public bond market here is considered a milestone in that country's recent financial history, far more important than the borrowing. In fact, Mexico has been a steady customer for United States and international banking institutions since the end of World War II.' (New York Times, July 14, 1963.) In April and July 1964 two further bond issues of $25 and $35 million, due in 1979, were marketed by First Boston and Kuhn Loeb. Mexico was safely back in the world capital market. (See Foreign Bond Holders Protective Council Annual Report 1962-64, pp. 101-104.) In the 1950-80 period Mexico steadily received external resource transfers (Figure 3) but the external deficits remained very small - an average of 1% of GDP-and were in part financed by direct foreign investment in Mexico. As a result there was no significant build-up of debt. Table 5 highlights that the relative importance of direct investment which was high until the early 1970s but declined in the following decade as debt finance increased sharply. As shown in Figure 4, in the early 1970s, the external debt ratio was less than 20% of GDP. Despite a small bulge in 1976-77, associated with the macroeconomic instability and depreciation of that period, by
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Mexico Table 5. External obligations (billion US$)



1973 1983



Direct foreign investment stock



External debt



3.1 13.6



10.0 89.4



Source:Goldsbrough (1984) and Rubio and Gil Diaz (1987).



1980 the debt ratio was still below 30%. The large run up in debts is concentrated in the period 1980-82. From December 1979 to December 1982 the Mexican external debt increased from $40 to $91 billion! The subsequent path of the debt-income ratio is determined by the combined effect of the non-interest current account (always in surplus after 1982), interest burdens and the effect of real depreciation on the dollar value of Mexican GDP. We look at these factors in more detail below.3
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Figure 3. External transfers (non-interest current account, % of GDP) Source: IndicadoresEconomicos,Banco de Mexico I 3



l At the end of 1982 private external debt was $18 billion. The government provided an exchange risk guarantee and peso financing for those firms who restructured their debts long-term (beyond eight years for principal, with a four year grace period).
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Figure 4. The external debt (% of GDP) Source: Banco de Mexico and Gil (1987).



By August 1982 Mexico had borrowed so much that vulnerabilityto domestic and external shocks forced the country into a moratorium. It is interesting to ask whether markets anticipated the crisis. One answer is provided by the price of a long-term Mexican bond traded in New York and shown in Figure 5 (an 8.125% coupon bond with a maturity of 1997). To separate the effect of long-term interest rate variations from the market evaluation of the riskiness of Mexican debt, we express in Figure 5 the bond price relative to the market price of a hypothetical risk-free 8.125% coupon bond with the same 1997 maturity. Accordingly the fluctuations shown in Figure 5 represent exclusively the perception of risk associated with Mexican debt. Figure 5 shows that, following the troubles in the mid-1970s bond prices recovered to near par. There were some setbacks in 1980 and 1981, but basically the debt crisis came as a great surprise to bond holders (see Edwards, 1986, for an analysis of bond yields in the 1982 crisis). This is seen from the sharp drop in the relative price in 1982 to only 50% of the value of a risk-free bond of the same coupon and maturity. Bank lending came to an end in the first half of 1982. The last loan floated was a jumbo loan of $2.5 billion in May-June, with only 75 of 650 banks subscribing despite the attractive terms (see Zedillo, 1985,
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Figure 5. The Mexican bond price in New York (% of risk-free US bond price) Sources: Wall StreetJournal and Data Resources Inc.



p. 316). With no new credits available to roll over the maturing principal and fund the interest payments, Mexico was illiquid. The old bankers' adage was borne out again: 'It is not speed that kills, it is the sudden stop!' 2.3. The 1982 crisis



The sources of the Mexican debt crisis in 1982 have been reported in a number of studies (Zedillo, 1985; Solis and Zedillo, 1985; Kraft, 1984; Bailey and Cohen, 1987). What were the factors chiefly responsible for the crisis? First, 1982 was the last year of the sexennio, an election time which traditionally is an occasion for macroeconomic recklessness, just as 1976 had been. Second, fiscal policy turned very expansionary. In only three years, the primary budget deficit increased from 3 to 8% of GDP, despite a major increase in the real price of oil which directly benefited budget receipts. As Zedillo (1985, p. 310) notes 'To the international bankers' comfort, Mexico became the "champion of absorption"-not only of its own oil revenues, but of others as well'. Third, between 1979 and 1981 the real exchange rate appreciated by almost 25%. Fourth, in 1982, real interest rates on one month deposits
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Figure 6. Real interest rates, 1 month deposits (% p.a.) Source: Data Resources Inc.



averaged -20% as shown in Figure 6. Adjusting for exchange depreciation the losses on domestic assets were even larger. The negative interest rates on domestic deposits, and the overvaluation, combined to create a massive incentive for dollarization and flight of capital abroad.4 As shown in Figure 7, a first wave of dollarization occurred following the 1976 depreciation. Another build-up can be seen in 1981-82 when the share of Mexdollar deposits in total deposits increased from less than 20 to more than 40%. Dollarization was only part of the flight from money. The general phenomenon of flight from the peso has given rise to an entire literature on 'peso problems' and 'speculative attacks' on unsustainable exchange rate regimes (Lizondo, 1982; Krugman, 1979; Flood and Garber, 1984; and Blanco and Garber, 1986). Capital flight reached at least $17 billion in 1981-82. Figure 8 shows official estimates of capital flight. As there is a considerable I 4



I Dollarization refers to the holding of dollar denominated deposits in Mexican banks, the so-called Mexdollars. The term also denotes more broadly the flight from local currency to dollars held either in the form of US currency or deposits in US banks. As an indication of the size of Mexican deposits in the US, more than 20% of bank deposits in El Paso (Texas) are owned by Mexicans. On dollarization see especially Ortiz (1983), Ramirez-Rojas (1985) and Reynoso (1988).
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Figure 8. Capital flight (5US billion) Sources: Zedillo (1987) and update by the author.
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Table 6. Estimates of capital flight (billion US$) 1976-79



1980-82



1983-84



13.1 5.9 3.9



22.5 23.4 17.3



17.7 6.9 4.6



Morgan Guaranty Cuddington Zedillo



Source: Lessard and Williamson (1987).



divergence between these estimates and those of Morgan Guaranty,5 three different estimates of the rates of capital flight in the 1974-84 period are reported in Table 6. Finally, the fifth contributing factor was the sharp increase in world interest rates as the US shifted to tight monetary policy. Between 1978 and 1981 the 3 month Libor rate increased from 8.8 to 16.8%. By itself this increase in interest rates, if financed by new loans, would have raised the debt burden by 8% per year. Solis and Zedillo (1985) have offered a decomposition of the increase in debt in 1979-81 (see Table 7). They conclude that most of the debt increase was the result of domestic policy shocks. Among these, 'other capital flows', plainly capital flight, is the most significant factor. The attribution of two-thirds and more of the debt increase to internal shocks leaves no doubt that the 1982 crisis was 'made in Mexico'. By contrast, much of the adjustment difficulty of the period following 1982 resulted from a very unfavourable external environment and the intensive vulnerability imposed by a large debt. 2.4. The experience since 1982



The adjustments which the Mexican economy has undergone since the 1982 crisis have taken up the entire sexennio of the de la Madrid administration. For the major part policies have been directed at two targets: budget consolidation as a precondition for inflation stabilization and an improved ability to service the external debt. These targets have been achieved, but at a severe cost in terms of reduced standards of living and poor employment performance. Attainment of these goals was rendered much more difficult by the sharp decline in real oil prices which started in 1983, but was particularly dramatic in 1986-87 when the real oil price had declined 65% below the 1980 peak. The growth I



I



5 See Lessard and Williamson (1987), Zedillo (1987), Deppler and Williamson (1987), Morgan Guaranty (1986a,b), Khan and Ul Haque (1985) and Cuddington (1987) for discussion of conceptual issues and estimates for Mexico.
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Mexico Table 7. Sources of increase in the external debt: 1979-81 (% of total debt increases)



External Shocks Interest Rate Internal Shocks Capital Flows



1979



1980



1981



33.1 25.9 66.9 49.7



28.7 27.2 71.3 44.3



16.2 17.8 83.8 55.7



Source: Solis and Zedillo (1986, Table 10-6).



of employment in the formal sector, which had averaged 4% in the 1970s, fell off to only 0.2% in 1982-86. At the same time the labour force grew at an estimated 3.6% p.a. The World Bank (1987) estimates that by 1986 20% of the labour force was absorbed by the informal sector or employed in the US. 2.4.1. Budget consolidation. Budget cutting was fierce. The primary deficit



was cut from 7% of GDP in 1982 and brought to a surplus of 5% in 1987. By comparison with the budget experience of industrialized countries this represents an incredible achievement. A cynic might argue that budget cutting to such a degree is possible only when the initial fat matches the task. There may be some truth in this, but it must also be remembered that the oil decline by itself reduced revenues and hence worsened the budget. Table 8 shows that, comparing 1982 and 1986, the share of oil revenues in GDP was unchanged despite their massive absolute decline. The reason is that the large real depreciation raised the value of oil receipts in terms of domestic goods.6 Budget adjustment involved important changes in the composition of outlays. Interest outlays increased by 8% of GDP, but total outlays declined by 1.5%: the non-interest component of outlays was cut by an astounding 9.6% of GDP. A significant part of these spending cuts took the form of reduced investment. 2.4.2. External debt service. The real exchange



rate and real wages were



the principal means through which the government achieved external competitiveness. The current account and its composition are shown l 6



I A real depreciationraisesincome from oil (at given productionlevel) but also increasesforeign debt service (for a given level of debt outstanding).Consequentlythe budgetaryeffect of a real depreciationis proportionalto the differencebetween the share of oil income in GDP and the shareof debt service.In 1982 that differenceamountedto about8%of GDP.In 1984, followingdepreciation,it had risen to nearly 10%.
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Table 8. The composition of the budget (% of GDP) Revenues



1982 1984 1986 1987 (a)



Outlays



Total



Oil



Total



Interest



30.1 33.0 30.4 30.0



11.5 15.5 11.4 11.8



45.5 39.8 44.0 44.0



8.3 12.0 16.4 19.4



Source: Hacienda Finances Publicas, 1977-86 Finances Publicas, March 1988. Note: (a) preliminary.



and Estadisticas de



Table 9. The external balance (billion US&) Outlays



Receipts Current account 1982 1984 1986 1987



-6.2 4.2 -1.7



Total



Oil



Total



Factor payments



26.2 30.1 24.2 30.5



16.4 16.4 6.3 8.6



32.7 27.3 25.8 26.6



12.5 10.1 9.5 9.4



Source: Informe Annual, various issues.



in Table 9. Since 1982 interest payments have declined, notwithstanding the increase in the external debt. The major reason is the sharp decline in Libor rates from 13.3% in 1982 to 6.9% in 1986. Another reason is the grace period on the payment of private sector external debt under the FICORCA regime. The decline in oil prices implied a $10 billion loss in export revenues. Despite that loss, the external deficit declined, and by 1987 a surplus emerged due to the reduction in net factor payments abroad (mostly interest) and the contraction of import spending. Increased export revenue contributed somewhat to absorbing the shock. The counterpart of the very large real depreciation (nearly 40% by June 1987), shown in Figure 9, is a sharp decline in the real wage. The real wage is shown in Figure 10. From a plateau in 1975-82, the manufacturing real wage has declined by almost 35%. The decline in the real minimum wage, shown in Figure 11 below, amounted to almost 45%. This decline in the standard of living is an inevitable counterpart of the deterioration in Mexico's external condition. The large external debt, and the deterioration in the terms of trade (including changes in real interest rates) imply that the pre-1982 standard of living cannot
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Figure 9. The real exchange rate (index: 1980-82 = 100) Source: WorldFinancial Markets,Morgan Guaranty.
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Figure 10. Theerereal manufacturing wage (index: 1980-82 = 100) Source: Indicadores Economicos,Banco de Mexico.
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be sustained today. Table 10 shows that the terms of trade deterioration, even excluding oil, has been significant. In terms of per capita growth the sexennio of President de la Madrid was, of course, extremely expensive. Per capita income declined between 1982 and 1988 by 13 to 15%. Thus, although there was significant growth on the manufacturing export side, the net effect of the fiscal and real exchange rate measures was a sharp contraction. Real wage cutting, rather than translating rapidly and pervasively into employment creation, especially in exports and import substitution, brought about a recession. This dominant impact of real wage cutting, and budget cutting, on real domestic demand and output was, of course, to be expected. Diaz Alejandro (1964), Krugman and Taylor (1981) as well as Serven (1986) all have made the point that the stimulating effects on output and employment of depreciation, especially in the context of semi-industrialized countries, are a slow and precarious process. As shown by Figure 9, the last years of the Echeverria and Portillo Lopez administrations - in 1976 and 1982, respectively - were marked by sharp real depreciations as the inevitable outcome of excessive demand and overvaluation. Not surprisingly attention now focuses on 1988, the last year of the de la Madrid administration. Will the stabilization programme now underway succeed? Restrictive fiscal and
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Mexico Table 10. The terms of trade (index: 1980-84 = 100)



1970-74 1975-80 1980-84 1985 1986 1987



Total



Non-oil



94 97 100 83 60 66



115 126 100 85 81 -68



Adjusted for interest rates 110 115 100 72 56



Source: Rubio and Gil Diaz (1987) and Informe Anual, Banco de Mexico, 1986 and 1987. Note: The terms of trade adjustment for interest rate changes assumes as a benchmark the average real interest rate of 195086. See Informe, p. 107.



monetary policies are pushing the economy into recession and the exchange rate policy, which is being used to help stop inflation, has already led to real appreciation of more than 15% since early 1987. A shift toward overly expansionary policies, or a new run on the currency could upset the policies and lead to yet another instance where the last year of a Presidency is synonymous with chaos. As we shall see below, there is room for confidence, but a healthy dose of scepticism is also appropriate. 3. Inflation stabilization Stopping high inflation involves two issues. One is to set monetary and fiscal policies on a course consistent with low inflation. Monetary and fiscal austerity are the sine qua non of a successful inflation stabilization. Countries with a moderate inflation experience may be in a position to allow temporary departures from conservative policies without immediate, large inflation risks. But countries which have undergone a major inflation shock are especially vulnerable and hence do not have much leeway for departing from strict orthodoxy. The openness of the economy and the risk of capital flight, with the accompanying destabilizing effect of currency depreciation, further enhance the requirement for orthodoxy. Modern literature emphasizes buzzwords like commitment, reputation, credibility, signals. They all have a germ of truth. The basic message is that the deficit needs to be at least. balanced and money growth beyond limited remonetization, cannot afford to run at high rates, certainly not to finance budget deficits.
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The other, equally essential, condition for disinflation is an incomes policy that helps coordinate the end of inflation among the decentralized wage and price setters, including the government itself. The coordination issue is essential for two reasons. First, wages and prices are set for a given period in an unsynchronized manner. Hence a sudden end of inflation involves difficult adjustments in relative prices for various agents who find themselves in different positions in the adjustment cycle. Second, even if there were perfect synchronization in the timing of all wage and price setting, there remains an issue of coordination: each agent has to guess what every other agent will be doing. The government can play a major role in coordinating this shift to low inflation by an incomes policy. Such an incomes policy is a transition regime, it cannot be a permanent corset nor a substitute for financial policies consistent with low inflation. Beyond helping with the coordination issue the incomes policy provides a temporary protection for price stability. With incomes policy a valuable breathing spell is instituted in which price stability can be established without recession. The resulting strong political support for the programme and the policy maker yields a platform from which to make the inevitable adjustments in the budget, which are the ultimate pillars of stabilization, and to create the confidence for a resumption of private investment which must be the engine of post-stabilization growth. But mistaking the breathing spell for success, and failure to use the political support at its height for the difficult task of fiscal correction, will mean that the programme must soon slip. And when it does slip, it often does so irrecoverably as the experiences in Brazil and Argentina demonstrate. The stabilization experience in other countries is particularly relevant for Mexico because it demonstrates that incomes policy is not enough. Only in Israel and Bolivia did the programme succeed and in those cases fiscal policy provided the essential help (in Bolivia's case the essential move was to stop external debt service. In Israel US aid supported the initial budget correction). Mexican inflation stabilization has been underway since December 1987. In the framework of a social pact the government has undertaken to reduce inflation by the end of 1988 to less than 30% or, more precisely, less than 2% per month. The programme has been successful in its initial stages. Inflation declined from 15.4% in January 1988 to only 3.1% in April 1988 and 2% estimated for May 1988. The main mechanism for this inflation reduction has been a coordinated programme of reduced exchange rate depreciation, reduced inflation of public sector prices and agreements for a significant part of private sector prices. A freeze on the exchange rate, wages, public sector prices and a range of private prices is the cornerstone of the programme.
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3.1. Inertial inflation and coordination7



That aggregate demand discipline is a necessary condition for sustained price stability has long been known by economists and by well advised policy makers. Yet it may not be sufficient to stop inflation, or at least it may fail to work under conditions of tolerable unemployment. This is demonstrated by the failure of a number of IMF-supported programmes that ignored the problem posed by inflationary inertia.



high inflation is essentially inertial. Inertial inflation means that inflation today is approximately equal to what it was yesterday (with possible effects from the economy's cyclical position and supply shocks). It is not only 'too much money chasing too few goods' (cyclical effects), nor only oil or agricultural price increases, or real depreciation (supply shocks), but also the sheer fact that inflation yesterday means inflation today. The reason for this inertia is primarily explicit or implicit indexation interacting with staggered wage setting. This may take the form of a legally imposed wage rule, according to which wage adjustments today are based on the inflation over the past year or the past six months. More informal wage bargaining may lead to the same result. The same mechanism also works via expectations. In setting their prices firms will have to estimate their own cost increases and the price increases of competing firms. The best guess is that, cyclical and supply shock factors aside, inflation today will be approximately what it was yesterday. Figure 11, which shows the real minimum wage, illustrates this process for Mexico. The spikes correspond to the restoration of purchasing power when compensation is given for past inflation. Between readjustment periods the real wage is eroded. It is typical of the high inflation process that, as external shocks feed into the process, the adjustment periods shorten and inflation accelerates. Because everybody believes that inflation will in fact be approximately what is was yesterday, the public acts on these expectations and will therefore set their prices accordingly. Firms will give wage concessions matching these inflation expectations (it is much easier to give wage increases in line with expected inflation than go through the risk of a strike). If everybody acts in this manner, then in fact the expected inflation turns out to be the actual inflation; and if yesterday's inflation is the benchmark, then today's inflation will come out to be much the 3.1.1. Inertial inflation. The major part of a



7 Ts s n ds onD h ad S n 7 This section draws on Dornbusch and Simonsen (1986).
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Table 11. Recent high inflation experiences (annual and quarterly averages of monthly inflation rates)



1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985:1 1985:2 1985:3 1985:4 1986:1 1986:2 1986:3 1986:4 1987:1 1987:2 1987:3 1987:4 1988:1



Argentina



Bolivia



Brazil



Mexico



Peru



Israel



6.0 6.2 8.5 13.2 18.0 24.1 28.4 3.6 2.5 3.1 4.4 7.6 5.4 7.4 5.2 11.9 11.1 11.0



3.3 2.2 7.4 11.5 24.4 92.4 42.0 63.1 6.0 13.7 2.9 1.6 0.3 1.6 0.6 0.5 -20.0



5.0 6.2 6.0 7.6 9.5 12.0 8.2 11.5 12.3 10.1 0.8 0.8 3.5 14.1 24.6 5.1 15.0



2.0 2.0 3.9 6.0 4.3 5.1 2.7 3.9 5.1 6.0 5.7 6.3 6.8 7.3 7.8 7.6 10.0 9.5



4.0 4.7 4.7 6.4 6.4 10.5 11.6 8.2 2.8 4.9 3.7 4.0 4.0 5.8 5.7 7.0 8.0 15.4



7.2 6.6 6.8 7.8 13.8 10.3 13.7 11.5 2.1 0.6 2.2 1.0 2.2 1.5 1.3 1.0 1.5 1.8



Source: International Financial Statistics.



same as it was in the past. Cyclical factors and supply shocks, including the need for real depreciation to cope with the debt crisis, are the chief reasons why inflation has exploded in many countries. The inertial part of inflation, other things being equal, would tend to make for rather stable inflation, at some particular level. But the extra elements can cause inflation to move, and often to move sharply. The cyclical factor is quite obvious in that it is simply demand inflation or cooling down of inflation due to slack in activity and employment. Yet is is worthwhile to recognize an asymmetry. There is no upper limit for firms' price increases in response to excess demand, but in reverse the argument does not apply. Stopping inflation of 150% by slack is very difficult. Even as restrictive policy cuts nominal spending, firms are forced in the labour market to make wage concessions based on past inflation. Their cost increases thus might be of the order of 150% and it is quite inconceivable that simply by reducing profit margins they would be able to reduce inflation significantly. In the same way a cut in wage settlements below the prevailing rate of inflation will not make much of a difference to high inflation. Giving wage increases of 120 instead of 150% would mean a very large cut in the real wage but only a very minor reduction in inflation. Governments in high inflation countries have therefore little hope but to try and stem further inflation
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deterioration. They naturally turn to incomes policy as a politically acceptable means of stopping inflation. Incomes policy is a means of breaking the inertial forces, thus shifting the economy instantly from a high inflation state to a low one.



in stopping inflation is the coordination of price and wage decisions. To introduce disinflation someone must start offering either cuts in profit margins or in real wages. The initial disinflation can then be passed along through indexation into a gradual path of further disinflation. Realistically, there will be no volunteers for such an approach. Everybody wants to see the fact of zero inflation before they themselves will set their own price or wage increases at zero. But if everybody adopts a 'wait and see' attitude then, of course, inflation will continue. An attempt to restrict demand would translate almost entirely into reduced employment and practically not at all into lower inflation. The dismal performance of the economy and the lack of success at inflation fighting would make any such campaign shortlived. The scenario thus described shows that coordination becomes essential to achieve good results. A system of temporary control of wages, prices and the exchange rate is the coordinating device to reduce inflation. It might be argued that if the government does undertake to produce the right kind of monetary and fiscal policy, then the public cannot escape the conclusion that, in fact, inflation has been left dead in its tracks. Unable to escape that conclusion, everybody will act on it and hence inflation will be dead. But there are two separate and crucial slips in this argument. One concerns the government's inability to credibly precommit to future policies. The other, which is more novel, concerns the problem of coordination in a world of price setters. No government can commit itself definitely, credibly and beyond doubt to what it (or its successor) might do tomorrow. The institutional setting for such a precommitment does not exist (one thinks of constitutional amendments, the gold standard and what not). Because the government cannot lock away its policies beyond doubt, the public always recognizes that there is some possibility that policy will not stick to a non-inflationary stance. Specifically, if agents do not quite believe that policy will stick, then they all will behave somewhat defensively, charging some wage and price increases which then force the government to suspend the policy. The expectation that this is indeed the policy persuades agents to disbelieve the possibility of an instant end to inflation. These ideas assign the government a double task: to assure credibility of the aggregate demand policy consistent with disinflation 3.1.2. Coordination. One issue
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and to coordinate the expectations and actions of individual wage and price setters. Of course, the chances of hitting instantly a zero-inflation, low unemployment, zero-shortage equilibrium via an incomes policy are remote. Wage-price controls will almost inevitably lead to some shortages unless there is a generalized recession that cuts demand. The central question is what is worse in terms of social welfare, product shortages that may eventually be overcome by imports, or a generalized shortage of jobs. 3.1.3. Risks of misalignment. The costs of an incomes policy will depend



significantly on how well the instruments are managed and aligned. The risk is that when inflation has disappeared it has been replaced by a new problem such as exchange rate overvaluation or pervasive bankruptcies. The various instruments of an incomes policy (exchange rates, wages, public and private sector prices and the nominal money stock) must be carefully matched. Failure to align these policy instruments can easily lead to dramatically poor performance. The clearest example of a poorly aligned policy might be the Chilean stabilization of the late 1970s. The budget had been moved to balance and, indeed to a surplus. Money was under tight control and inflation was gradually declining, although very slowly. To speed up disinflation, the government opted to stop the exchange rate depreciation that had previously been used to avoid a loss of competitiveness in the face of continuing inflation. But the government failed to recognize that wage indexation, geared to the past inflation, implied cost increases for firms without providing offsetting relief on prices. The exchange rate soon became grossly overvalued, leading ultimately to the worst kind of speculation and financial instability. The need for a matching of instruments applies also to the money stock. As we will discuss below, successful disinflation requires determined (though careful and limited) monetization of the economy. Because of information externalities, the coordinating role for an incomes policy arises when macroeconomic noise and uncertainty are large relative to the microeconomic uncertainties in each individual market. This explains why, in a second stage of a stabilization programme, removing wage-price controls gradually, at successive sectoral steps, will result in less uncertainty and lower subsequent inflation than removing controls in one shot. The one-shot approach would simply bring back the uncertainty of each individual agent as to what every other agent will do. As a result at the stage of liberalization there would be defensively large price increases which might well wreck the inflation stabilization. Achieving consistency in the defreezing stage is thus an important and difficult task.
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3.2. The budget and inflation



In this section we look at the fiscal preconditions for successful disinflation. Two points are made. First, the measured budget deficit is a poor indicator of the state of the budget when inflation suddenly ceases. Because of the inflation component of domestic debt service it tends to overstate the relevant deficit. Second, we ask what is a reasonable fiscal position with which to enter a disinflation programme. The common perception is that inflation is caused by budget deficits. We draw attention here to the fact that budget deficits are high because of inflation. This unusual direction is important in assessing public finance in inflationary episodes and to develop a judgement about the fiscal policy changes required in implementing stabilization. The first reason why inflation increases deficits is the Olivera-Tanzi effect. Inflation, combined with lags in tax collection, implies that the real value of tax collection arriving in the hands of the government is lower the higher the rate of inflation. If last year's income taxes were to be paid only this year with 100% inflation and without indexation of tax liabilities the government would find itself with only half of the real value of taxes it would receive without inflation, without lags or with exact indexation. The second interaction between inflation and the deficit stems from the inflation component of debt service. Part of government outlays will be the service of the internal and external debt. Interest rates will reflect expected inflation and depreciation. This link between inflation and nominal debt service has led to the recognition that two different measures of the deficit must be distinguished: the actual deficit and the inflation-adjusted or operational deficit (see Appendix A for a discussion of budget measures). In 1987, the actual Mexican deficit was 15.8% of GDP while the operational budget showed a surplus of 1.2% of GDP. The former calculates the deficit taking full nominal interest payments as the measure of debt service while the latter only includes real interest payments and excludes the inflationary component of interest (the inflationary erosion of the principal). The importance of inflation adjustments in the budget is apparent in Table 12. The operational, or inflation-adjusted budget, is now in balance and the primary budget shows a substantial surplus. In this sense the famous IMF dictum, 'a deficit is a deficit, is a deficit!' is a poor starting point for analysing the fiscal fundamentals required for a successful stabilization. In other words, when the operational deficit is balanced the government no longer requires inflationary finance to pay its way. That situation exists in Mexico today. But supposing that we accept the operational budget as a measure of the state of public finance, how much of a surplus is required to
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Table 12. The budget and the public debt (% of GDP)



PSBR (a) 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987



7.9 14.8 17.6 9.0 8.7 10.0 16.0 15.8



Primary (b) Operational (c) deficit deficit 3.2 8.4 7.6 -4.4 -4.9 -3.6 -2.2 -4.9



4.2 8.8 5.2 1.9 0.6 1.1 1.8 -1.2



Public debt external domestic 15.3 19.1 18.6 17.7 17.6 19.8 17.1



18.4 22.3 36.6 44.4 38.2 38.3 53.2



Source: Gil Diaz (1987a,b), Rubio and Gil Diaz (1987), Banco de Mexico, InformeAnual, 1986, 1987 and calculations by the author. Notes: (a) public sector borrowing requirement; (b) non-interest budget; (c) adjusted for the inflationary erosion of public debt denominated in pesos.



promise a successful disinflation? There is no firm answer to that question. Much depends on public confidence and understanding. The comparison of different stabilization experiences in the past few years provides some guidance. Table 13 shows the operational deficits of four countries that have used incomes policy programmes. Israel succeeded, while Argentina, Brazil and Peru failed dramatically. Not surprisingly, these were the countries with large deficits. But note that already in 1987 the Mexican budget showed a surplus of the same magnitude as that in Israel at the time of stabilization. For 1988, budget plans call for a further fiscal tightening, and the first quarter certainly showed these plans to be effective. On a comparative basis we therefore conclude that the budget stance is definitely not a detriment to stabilization. There might be a temptation to go much further with fiscal austerity just to be entirely certain that stabilization succeeds, but there are clearly tradeoffs. Too much austerity, beyond the current surplus, would risk a deep slump in economic activity which carries its own risks. If stabilization is not followed by a resumption of growth, then the sustainability of the budget cuts soon comes into question. Thus, excessive zeal on the budget carries its own serious risks. 3.3. Real interest rates during stabilization



Inflation stabilization, in high inflation experiences, is often accompanied by an explicit monetary reform. The traditional way to signal new rules of the game is to announce the independence of the central bank and an end to automatic financing of the budget by the printing
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Mexico Table 13. Operational budget deficits (% of GDP) 1984 Argentina Brazil Israel Mexico Peru



10.8 1.6 18.4 0.6 6.3



1985 7.0 4.3 -1.0 (a) 1.1 2.4



1986 4.3 3.6 -4.5 (a) 1.8 4.8



1987 6.8 5.5 0.0 -1.2 6.3



Source: Various Central Banks. Note: (a) including US aid.



press. However, it is impotant here to read the fine print. In the 1920s the stabilizations did, indeed, involve institutional changes and limitations on the access of the government to the printing press, but that did not in fact imply an end to money creation for two reasons. One was that in some cases the transition was characterized by a large, once-and-for-all issue of money. In Germany in 1923 the ceiling was set at 500% of the existing money stock (Sargent, 1986, and Dornbusch, 1987). Beyond this once and for all fiduciary issue there was also the possibility of the money stock increasing in the course of domestic private credit expansion or the monetization of reserve inflows. The experience from the classical stabilizations was one of extremely large increases in nominal money - several hundred percent - consistent with price stabilization. The explanation for this large, non-inflationary money creation is quite obvious. During the high inflation period the cost of holding non-interest bearing money becomes extremely high. As a result, real money balances decline, or the velocity of circulation increases. This is the famous 'flight from money'. The financial system accommodates the flight from money by creating highly liquid interestbearing or indexed liabilities - the 'overnights' which practically serve as money. In the course of stabilization the reverse occurs. The disappearance of inflation raises the demand for M1 or transactions real balances. It is necessary to increase the nominal money supply through one means or another to avoid extravagantly high nominal and real interest rates. A non-inflationary expansion in the money stock is needed to meet the additional demand for money, the well-known reliquification of velocity problem. Ml can expand to replace other financial assets without risk of renewed inflation. The problem is to fine-tune this expansion and to identify which aggregates must expand. Failure to expand Ml, or too gradual an increase, means that the economy will slide into a recession because of a liquidity crunch. But too rapid or too
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Table 14. The recent Mexican experience: interest and inflation rates (%p.a.) Inflation



1 month rate



3 month rate



464 160 82 44 25



158 154 97 63 51 40



156 154 80 54 45 32



January 1988 February March April May June (a) Source: Banco de Mexico. Note: (a) 2nd week.



large an expansion leads to a loss of credibility and reigniting of inflation.8 In the Mexican stabilization now underway the issue of high real interest rates is certainly relevant. Table 14 shows the short-term interest rate and the biweekly inflation data for the period since December 1987. The table shows that real interest rates in April exceeded 30% per year. It might be argued that these realized real rates do not match with expected real rates, that the expectation of a breakdown of the programme is reflected in high nominal rates; the actual success then turns realized real rates unexpectedly positive and large. This view is contradicted by the evidence on the term structure of interest rates shown in Figure 12. The downward sloping term structure seems to rule out a serious confidence problem and to offer the ground for a fairly robust rejection of the expectations interpretation of high realized real rates. The challenge today, part of an incomes policy, is to bring down real interest rates fast enough to avoid a recession without, however, risking capital flight. Indeed, high real interest rates drive small and mediumsized indebted firms into bankruptcy, and deteriorate the budget position because of the significant domestic debt. Bringing down interest rates requires a more rapid rate of domestic money expansion. This can be done directly by monetizing reserve inflows that come from the repatriation of flight capital. But there is some extra room for domestic credit creation. Of course, the behaviour of reserves is the key signal to know how rapidly monetary expansion can afford to proceed. In



8



There is evidence of a ratchet effect; during high inflationthe real money demand schedule shiftsto the left and thatshiftis not subsequentlyreversed.Thus, an inflationhistorypermanently damagesthe financialsystem.
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Dec.87



Jan.88 0



Mar.88



Feb.88



1MONTH RATE



+



Apr.88



May 88



3 MONTHS RATE



Figure 12. Treasury bill rates (% p.a.) Source: Banco de Mexico.



concluding we note one point that is often omitted: reducing inflation is not the whole game. The challenge is to do so in a way that translates soon into a growth programme. 3.4. The transition



The bad news about stabilization is that the first step, stopping inflation, is the easy part. The greater difficulty is to move from there to sustainable growth. The difficulty arises because while the government can help coordinate disinflation and set with its fiscal austerity the basic financial framework for growth, it cannot make the growth. The private sector must take over and move ahead with investment, production and employment. At this stage of the stabilization process, the difficulty is that austerity is good for financial confidence, but it does not do much for business confidence. Inevitably the monetary and fiscal austerity cools down domestic demand and accordingly, except where backlog is large, there is little incentive to invest. In fact, the high real interest rates favour postponing investment. Typically firms may be prepared to invest - the fundamentals are now right - but they will wait for the
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'right time'. However, if everybody waits for the right time no investment in fact is happening. As a result the economy is bound to fall into a slump - what in the German experience was called the 'stabilization crisis'. The budget cannot help get out of that situation, nor can a cheap money policy. The risk of a major slump has two important implications. One is that the government should not be overambitious in eradicating inflation 'once and for all'. An overambitious plan on inflation-0% per month, not 2 or 3 - will require too long and make too deep a recession, thus aggravating the difficulty of a spontaneous recovery.9 Second, as we shall argue below, there are important links between the debt strategy and growth. A policy of recycling interest payments would definitely be a major investment incentive. 4. External debt and growth Mexico is one of the 17 Baker problem debtors. With Brazil she is the leading debtor and, as in the case of Brazil, the debt trades at less than 50 cents on the dollar. Improvements in the Mexican economy notwithstanding, as recently as 1985 the discount was only 20%. Table 15 shows a comparison and reports the composition of creditors. 4.1. The debt problem



The problem of debt is that the burden of debt service, in the budget and in the external balance, is a source of inflation, overly low standards of living and much too low investment. The financial instability which comes from strained budgets, high and rising inflation and frequent depreciation has proved a powerful incentive to capital flight. Attempts to stem capital flight by high interest rates have brought about bankruptcy and budget problems. Sharply undervalued exchange rates, which might stem capital flight, in turn risk promoting political instability as a result of the very low real wages which this policy would imply. A major acceleration of inflation has been apparent not only in Mexico but throughout the debtor economies in the last few years. Inflation rates have increased because the attempt to gain competitiveness through depreciation could not effectively be stopped from affecting domestic wages and prices. In many cases debt service was financed by outright money creation. High, rising and uncertain inflation has I



I



9 As one US senator observed in the context of ending the war in Vietnam, successful policy is to 'announce victory and get out'.
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Mexico Table 15. Seventeen highly indebted countries Debt (a)



Country Argentina Bolivia Brazil Chile Colombia Costa Rica Cote d'Iv. Ecuador Jamaica Mexico Morocco Nigeria Peru Philippines Uruguay Venezuela Yugoslavia



Total



Banks All



49.4 4.6 114.5 20.5 15.1 4.5 9.1 9.0 3.8 105.0 27.0 27.0 16.7 29.0 3.9 33.9 21.8



42.4 1.2 84.2 17.1 7.5 2.3 5.5 6.3 6.6 90.5 5.5 14.9 8.9 17.6 3.0 33.7 15.2



Per capita consumption Total per growth: 80-87 Price (c) US (b) (annual average) cents/$ capita 8.5 0.1 21.9 6.4 2.0 0.4 0.4 n.a. 0.2 24.0 0.8 0.9 1.2 5.0 0.9 16.4 2.0



1,592 407 702 1,666 517 354 892 928 1,583 1,313 1,205 274 827 527 1,267 1,904 936



-1.2 -5.2 1.1 -2.2 0.2 -1.4 -4.3 -2.2 -1.4 -2.7 0.8 -6.5 -0.2 -1.0 -2.4 -4.6 -0.5



28 11 46 59 65 15 32 34 33 48 50 29 5 51 59 46 49



Source: World Bank, IMF and Goldman Sachs. Note: (a) debt data are in billion US$, except per capita debt which is in US$; (b) US Bank exposure as of June 1987; (c) secondary market valuation in cents per dollar, bid price March 1988.



provided a very unfavourable climate for private markets. Financial considerations, not productive investment, are in the forefront and capital flight has become pervasive. To a large extent the attempt to find resources for debt service has come at the expense of investment. Investment has been depressed in debtor countries because governments have found it easier to cut investment budgets rather than raise taxes or reduce spending programmes. The lack of growth, or outright contraction, and the disturbed financial conditions, have also depressed private investment as shown in Table 16. In Mexico, unlike many other debtor countries, the collapse of investment has not been extreme. Moreover, over 1975-84, unproductive investment may have been excessive. While both observations are correct, a countervailing argument is that with a labour force growth of more than 3.5%, failure to expand capital at a rapid rate implies a growing, acute imbalance between actual capacity and the level of capacity needed to sustain high levels of employment. Low public sector investment builds up dangerous bottlenecks which stand in the way of
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264 Table 16. Gross investment (% of GDP)



1970-74 1975-79 1980-84 1985 1986 1987



Total



Public



Private



19.2 21.3 21.5 16.9 15.5 15.3



6.5 8.9 9.5 6.0 5.2 5.1



12.8 12.4 12.0 10.9 10.3 10.2



Source: Banco de Mexico and, for 1985-87, Hacienda Mexico: Economic and Financial Statistics, November 1987.



Table 17. Real fixed investment (index: 1970 = 100)



1970-74 1975-79 1980-84 1985 1986



Total



Construction



Machinery & equipment



114 159 202 174 153



112 156 202 187 170



116 163 203 156 131



Source: Gil Diaz (1987b).



an ultimate resumption of growth. Table 17 shows an index of the real level of investment spending in Mexico. The dramatic decline to the levels of a decade ago is alarming. An index of population, for comparison, increased from 100 in 1970 to 157 in 1986. Investment per capita, outside construction (which was strongly supported by the earthquake) thus declined sharply. Per head of the labour force the decline was even sharper (with a labour force growth averaging 3.5% the labour force index would have risen from 100 in 1970 to 173 in 1986). 4.2. Debt and growth



Suppose Mexico were to succeed in the current inflation stabilization and could then embark on a programme of growth. It is certainly not extreme to envisage a plan of 3.5% growth, just above the rate of labour force growth. The question is whether a 3.5% growth path is consistent with continued, full external debt service. If not, one must ask what should give, debt service or growth? Table 18 shows the external balance
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Table 18. External debt and the current account (% of GDP) Current account total non-interest 1970-74 1975-79 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986



-1.4 -1.6 -1.8 -2.7 2.6 10.3 8.4 5.7 4.7



-2.7 -3.6 -4.3 -5.8 -3.7 3.8 2.5 0.7 -1.0



total 17.7 30.1 27.7 33.5 54.4 66.6 55.4 53.8 74.3



External debt public sector 12.0 22.1 18.4 22.3 36.6 44.4 38.2 38.3 53.2



Source: IndicadoresEconomicos,Banco de Mexico.



and the debt ratios in the 1980s. The question is whether there is enough of a non-interest surplus in a growth scenario to provide for debt service? To provide the simplest possible answer to this question, we abstract from the many bottleneck issues (Selowsky and van der Tak, 1984). The difference between the amount of capital required for growth and domestic saving defines the required external resources. The calculation allows us to see whether the debt-income ratio would be rising or falling under the specified programme. The evolution of the debt-income ratio can be decomposed as follows'?: real real . i re - r Change in the ,==, debt-income Xx interest. . growth debt-income ratio L ratio J rate rate +



required investmentincome ratio



consumptionincome -1 ratio



As a benchmark, assume that the consumption-income ratio remains constant at 77%, which occurs when per capita consumption is constant and when GDP grows at the same rate as the population, i.e. 3.5%. For I



I 10 If



B is the external debt (in real pesos), Y real GDP and y the GDP growthrate, Ab= AB/Y-by whereb = B Y,the debt-incomeratio.The increasein the debt, AB,is givenby interestpayments, i*B, plus the non-interestcurrentaccountdeficit.The latteris equalto the investmentrequirement determinedby targetgrowth,consumptionand the levelof output:AB = i*B + (I + C - Y) so that Ab= (i*-y)b+(I/Y+ C/Y-1).
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a GDP growth rate of 3.5% p.a., the target investment-income ratio is set at 20%. This would occur if capital depreciation represents 11.25% of GDP while each increase in GDP requires, very optimistically, 2.5 times its value of net new capital. Thus the growth path leaves a non-interest surplus of 3% of GDP. The first term in the decomposition includes debt service as well as investment income on direct foreign investment. Thus, assuming a debt ratio of 80% and an excess of interest rates (inflation adjusted) over growth of about 2%, the first term comes to 1.6%. Accordingly the non-interest surplus in this calculation is more than sufficient to stabilize the debt-income ratio. The calculation might appear comforting: growth can be achieved without risk on the debt side. But that would disregard a number of very strong assumptions that have gone into the scenario. First, the single most important assumption is that per capita consumption stays constant. If political stability requires growth of per capita consumption, an increase of just 2 or 3 percentage points will immediately upset the debt service calculations. Second, the calculations maintain a constant debt-income ratio. That is not consistent with creditors' views. They want to see a reduction in absolute exposure, not an increase at the rate of 3.5% per year. Third, the calculation is very optimistic in its assessment of investment productivity and depreciation requirements. A more conservative view is that the general capital shortage that has accumulated, and the obsolescence of capital, require an investment spur. There are also two optimistic modifications. The first one is that a successful inflation stabilization could draw in flight capital and foreign direct investment. This would obviate the need for commercial banks to finance the interest bill. The second modification is that the ongoing privatization and trade liberalization raise investment efficiency, and productivity more generally. This allows the economy to achieve growth without as high an investment requirement as was posited above. It is difficult to know where exactly the balance of considerations lies. The enhanced productivity that comes with privatization is certainly a factor and so is the inflow of non-debt finance. But these tend to take time and the return to growth assumes urgency after yet another year of declining per capita income. The major consideration would seem to be the path of per capita consumption. Fiscal policy can do much to control that, but there is very little question that political stability will require growing per capita income levels. Consequently, the debt problem is not under control. Even if lenders agreed to a policy of a constant debt-income ratio, meaning substantial extra loans, this would not be enough to support an adequate growth path. It is, therefore, important to ask how growth and debt service can be reconciled. We review here
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two possible directions: market-related mechanisms such as debt-equity swaps or buy-backs as one means, and interest recycling as the other. 4.3. Market-related mechanisms



Over the past few years an active secondary market for developing country debt has emerged. In this market, debts trade at significant discounts. These discounts suggest a variety of ways in which investors and/or debtor countries could take advantage of this market for debt reduction and profit opportunities. Two possibilities in particular are noted, debt-equity swaps and buy-backs. 4.3.1. Debt-equity swaps. In a debt-equity swap a commercial bank sells



debt to a private investor who presents the claim to the debtor government for payment in local currency, the proceeds to be used for investment. How successful debt-equity swaps are for debtor countries depends on a variety of features. At one extreme, debt-equity swaps may merely replace investment that would have occurred anyway, leaving the authorities without any significant share in the discount while requiring the financing of the local currency payment via money creation or expensive domestic debt finance. The large investment by Nissan in Mexico is typically given as an example of an operation that had already been planned and was about to be implemented when debt-equity swaps emerged and were used as a financial vehicle for the operation. At the other extreme, the discount may be the leverage that provides foreign investment with the required return, while the authorities share in the discount to an extent that the swap reduces effective interest payments. There is some illusion about the balance of payments effects of debt-equity programmes. Since they give rise to future profit remittances, some way down the road, the balance of payments effect is a reduced outflow of interest payments but an increased outflow of profit remittances. There is no presumption that the net effect should be favourable. Moreover, it appears now that in Brazil, for example, debt-equity swaps have become basically a borrowing operation where 'side letters' arrange for external interest payments dressed up as profit remittances. A major shift in this direction may well deteriorate the regulatory climate for bonafide investment. Mexican policy makers are aware of the potential difficulties. They have started judging debt-equity swaps more accurately in terms of the costs and benefits. That has dampened some of the early enthusiasm, but it may also have cleared the road for them to become a more productive, albeit smaller, part of long-term debt solutions.
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debt of Latin America traded at large discounts and much of it was ultimately 'repatriated' through buy-backs by the debtor governments. At the time, debt holders' protective Councils severely protested this practice. They argued that resources not used for interest payments could not be applied to buy back bonds at deep discounts, when these discounts reflect primarily an unwillingness to pay. Today the pari passu clause in commercial bank debt contracts proscribes buy-backs, but the idea that debtor countries could achieve important debt reduction through this route is widely accepted. Several countries have in fact used the secondary market to buy back private debts. In the case of Mexico this has occurred on a significant scale. So far, apparently, public debts have not been returned on any scale. The scope for buy-backs is intrinsically limited: to be able to buy back on a large scale the debtor needs resources which, if they were available and used, would mean that the claim should not trade at a large discount. Only when information is very imperfect, creditors are very impatient, or because regulatory and tax considerations create asymmetries, can we expect a situation where debtors can retire debt advantageously. But even then the amounts will tend to be minor. The only reason at all for buy-backs is if commercial banks feel, rightly or wrongly, that one piece of Latin American debt is as bad as another, whatever the debtor country. In that event, because of the contamination effect, there is room for the relatively better placed countries to take advantage of the across-the-board discount for a refinancing operation. (See Portes, 1987, on the history and possibilities of buy-backs.) In principle buybacks might help repatriate private capital flight or reduce debt service. Allowing residents to participate in the external purchase of debts to be converted by the central bank into domestic interest-bearing liabilities is a means of capturing the external discount and splitting it between residents and the central bank. This has, in fact been done with success in Chile. But once again, this will be particularly attractive only when interest rates in the debtor country are not far in excess of rates on external debt and if foreign exchange availability is plentiful. Such a combination would be rare. Accordingly, the scope for market-related debt reduction schemes, while potentially present, is in fact limited. This was amply demonstrated by the very limited success of the recent Morgan-Mexico attempt. 4.3.2. Buy-backs. In the 1930s and 1940s defaulted



4.4. Recycling of interest payments



Today Mexico is paying all the interest that is owed abroad. The decline in investment and the depressed economic conditions make this possible.
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However, a resumption of growth and of public sector investment, would very quickly worsen the external balance. A fundamental restructuring of debt service, which addresses the major part of interest payments due, is the best solution. Actual payments in dollars would be reduced to serve trade credit and the loans of multilateral organizations. A large share of the remaining interest payments would in part be capitalized, thus freeing resources for much needed public sector investment, and in part they would be made in local currency. Creditors who receive the local currency payments could use them for unrestricted investment in Mexico. The only limitation on the use of funds would be that they could not be transferred abroad. The claims to these payments could, however, be sold. Basically this scheme amounts to a debt-equity swap applied to interest payments rather than to the principal. It amounts to a recycling of interest payments to finance reconstruction and development. 4.4.1. Advantages. It will help



to see the mechanics of a recycling scheme



by focusing on the national income accounting identities relating investment on one side and the resource availability for investment on the other side. The Government sector is included in saving and investment. Investment = Saving + Non-interest current account deficit Today the budget correction has raised the national saving rate and reduced the rate of investment because of reduced public sector investment spending. As a counterpart of higher saving and reduced investment there is a large external surplus which finances the payment of interest and even debt retirement. Recycling would not reduce the national saving rate - the government would maintain fiscal austerity, thus freeing resources for investment. But now the external surplus would be replaced by an increase in the rate of investment. The reduction of the surplus would arise because firms would divert sales from exports to the home market and imports of investment goods would sharply rise. The advantages of the interest recycling are threefold. First, the transfer of resources abroad is suspended. Rather than running trade surpluses resources are freed for investment. Of course, serious budget action is required to assure that in fact the resources go into investment rather than consumption. The shift of resources toward investment has two effects. First, it implies an expansion in capacity and thus sustains job creation. This issue is central in an economy where fast labour force growth has created major imbalances between labour supply and demand. The expansion in capacity removes the bottlenecks which today stand in the way of growth. Growth in turn translates into more
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stable public finance via a broadened tax base. The second advantage of the scheme is to create a more stable and prosperous business environment. With the current strategy, a foreign exchange bottleneck is always around the corner and the reaction is invariably contraction of demand and exchange depreciation. This reality has led to a lack of interest in productive investment and extensive capital flight. The centre of gravity has shifted to financial markets, far away from productive activity. By removing the need for immediate debt service the debtor economy can resume a more balanced position with an emphasis on long-term investment and growth. As a lever for returning capital flight there is no better way than a restoration of business confidence and an end of exchange pressure. Recycling also offers two further advantages to creditor countries: it avoids outright debt relief (or debt default) and hence avoids taxpayer involvement on a large scale. Furthermore, by providing debtors with room for growth there is every expectation of increased exports to debtor countries and a reduction in the currently high levels of imports. There is a third, once-and-for-all gain. In the present situation the need to maintain very depreciated real exchange rates translates into inflationary pressures and low demand in the debtors' domestic markets. The removal of external constraints allows some real appreciation and hence provides a breathing space for stabilization of inflation. Inflation stabilization is, of course, an essential quid pro quo in a restoration of normal business conditions. For creditor countries the reversal of trade surpluses has immediate interest; it means that exports from developing countries will decline and imports, especially of capital goods, will rise. Thus, recycling provides the financial underpinnings for solving at least a part of world trade imbalances. As a counterpart for acceptance of this scheme by creditors (or to make it more acceptable, in case of unilateral action) Mexico would have to sustain the budget improvement and to liberalize foreign direct investment. There might be a temptation to dissipate the resources into a restoration of consumption after so many years of deprivation, but that would be unacceptable. Tough-minded fiscal measures, and broad-based liberalization of investment opportunities are the quid pro quo for the suspension of resource transfers. It is worthwhile asking how banks would deal with recycling. The immediate reaction of banks is entirely negative, but their concerns are largely exaggerated and lie mostly in the accounting area. Of course, compared to a bail-out by the World Bank, recycling is thoroughly unattractive, but compared to default by all of Latin America, recycling is strictly preferred. Individual banks would take one of three steps. They might manage directly their receivables in local currency. This is clearly the route for banks who are now in the debt-equity swap business
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for their own account or banks who have sought possibilities for expanding their activities in debtor countries. Rather than funding themselves through deposits, they will use their own capital in the form of local currency interest payments. A second group of banks might use their local currency receivables by having them managed by major host country financial institutions-banks, money market funds or funds that invest in real assets. A third group of banks would try and sell off their claims to avoid high transactions costs. This would typically be the case for small banks. They would sell their claims to investment funds. These funds (like the Korea Fund or the Brazil Fund that was just offered on the New York Stock Exchange) sell shares to the broad public and use the proceeds to buy assets in the debtor country. Buying claims from banks, possibly at a discount, would be a natural way of increasing the return to their shareholders. It is instructive to go through the details of how banks would use the recycling funds to appreciate that what happens is basically a transformation of short-term, illiquid debt into long-term investment. That is an essential step in strengthening the possibilities of long-term growth in debtor countries, avoiding recurrent bouts of rescheduling with the attendant, massive capital flight. A scheme such as this could be likened to reconstruction programmes like those administered after World War I or World War II. It would extend over a decade or so. Ultimately creditors would be able to recover their principal and accumulated earnings with a guarantee of no frivolous exchange losses. of flight capital would almost be one of the favourable certainly consequences of a recycling proposal. On the resource side, financial stability would be enhanced, which removes one reason for capital flight. Additionally, the sharp reduction in foreign exchange requirements for debt service opens room for the large flow of imports required to sustain growth. The capital flight problem can be thought of like a bank run. If the public is concerned about the value of their assets they stage a run on the (central) bank and force depreciation. The belief that everybody else will do the same, reinforces each individual investor's belief that he must move out of domestic assets because the general exodus will, inevitably, force depreciation. Hence the 'run'. But if the external balance constraint is suspended, via recycling, then there is no concern with exchange depreciation. On the contrary, the bank is safe and flight capital will return. Today asset holders must wonder whether growth and debt service will be reconciled. As a result they hang on to their dollar positions even in the presence of extraordinarily high real interest rates. Paradoxically, if debt service can be recycled, Mexico may well have enough of



4.4.2. Capital flight and bank runs. Return
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a private capital inflow so that it actually can pay creditors a major part of debt service in dollars. Conversely, if creditors are adamant, private capital will stay abroad and creditors, in the end, risk getting nothing. Just as deposit insurance stabilizes banks, so does recycling stabilize the macroeconomy in a situation where there are two equilibria, one with capital moving out and the economy deteriorating, the other with capital flowing in and the economy returning to growth and financial stability. The chief mode of operation of the recycling proposal is not to reduce the present value of obligations. The interest of debtors and creditors alike is to return the economy to a situation where growth and financial stability make debt service plausible. To do so there needs to be a temporary suspension of the external drain. But because private capital cannot be controlled effectively, there needs to be suspension of convertibility for the organized creditors. Diamond and Dybvig (1983, p. 418) have described funding crises for firms in terms that can easily be adapted to the problems of the Mexican economy faced by capital flight: 'Suppose one lender expects all other lenders to refuse to roll over their loan to the firm. Then, it may be his best response to refuse to roll over his loans even if the firm would be solvent of all loans were rolled over. Such liquidity crises are similar to bank runs. The protection from creditors provided by the bankruptcy laws serves a function similar to the suspension of convertibility (in a banking crisis). The firm which is viable but illiquid is guaranteed survival.' Suspension of convertibility for creditors could be done by a moratorium on interest payments or by paying interest into frozen accounts. These schemes inevitably are far more detrimental to creditors, and hence less acceptable, than recycling would be after even a brief period. If, as expected, it leads after a few years to a significant reflow of capital the means will be there to open the bank and allow withdrawals on a more stable basis. 4.5. Risks for creditors



There is a general recognition today that a resumption of growth and anything near full debt service are incompatible. Even moderate proposals, such as Feldstein (1986) recognize that at most a portion of debt service can be transferred without prejudicing the oportunities for growth. That raises the question how the rest of debt service is to be handled. One answer is that international financial institutions must assume an increasing role. This is, indeed the banks' position as they ask for guarantees on any new money to be committed. Of course, increasing commitments by international agencies raises questions about
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equity: why bail out banks and Latin America rather than provide poverty relief in Africa? (Buiter and Srinivasan, 1987). Discussion is going in circles. In the meantime a debtor country like Mexico, having taken the first step toward growth in the form of fiscal stabilization, must move on or else face the risk of sliding back. Mexican officials have always insisted that Mexico does not want confrontation on the debt. This position has once more been expressed by the Mexican debt negotiator, Jose Angel Gurria (1988), in his presentation to the official party's committee on international issues. But this time the official message went further: over the course of the next sexennio, Mexico must grow at 5-6% per annum to avoid further increases in unemployment. The financing of this growth path requires a significant increase in domestic saving and, as a complementary condition, the elimination of external transfers. Over the next few months, Gurria noted, every step would be undertaken to explore market-based, voluntary debt alternatives. If they should fail the international community must offer a solution or else face unilateral action. No action is expected until a change in the US administration, in January 1989. The US Treasury's policy, stuck on a treadmill of pretense and make-believe, is likely to stall any fundamental change in policy during the election. But with a new administration a serious discussion of debt is unavoidable. At that time it is well to remember the conclusions of the report sponsored by the Royal Institute of International Affairs (1937): 'Maintenance of debt service upon the foreign capital invested in a country is affected by a number of factors. In the first place, creditors' receipts will be dependent not merely upon the ability but also the willingness of debtors to pay. Many countries have discontinued service payments on their debts even when their financial position was sufficiently sound to enable such payments to be made. Usually, defaults have taken place when the possibility of obtaining fresh supplies of capital seemed remote, and when appearances suggested that there was little to be gained - except in prestige from the fulfilment of obligations.'



Discussion Jose Vinals Banco de Espana



Rudiger Dornbusch has written an extremely clear and lucid paper that tries to answer a major economic question: are there policies capable of stopping inflation and restoring prosperity to a debt-riden LDC
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like Mexico? The basic message of his paper is that this can be achieved through the appropriate implementation of a policy package containing both demand and supply-side elements. Success will come, however, only if there is the political will to stick to the chosen policy package in the medium run; and only if international creditors can be persuaded to make certain external debt concessions in the short run. Dornbusch's policy package includes, on the demand side, action to reduce the primary budget deficit on a sustained basis, together with a once-and-for-all monetary expansion designed to avoid a recession in the face of the drop in velocity prompted by the cut in inflation and inflationary expectations. This is to be complemented, on the supply side, by a temporary wage, price and exchange rate freeze in an attempt to facilitate the quick success of demand restraint. One alternative strategy for stopping high inflation is that popularized by Sargent, in which all you need is that people become convinced that non-inflationary policies will be pursued under the new regime. According to this view, a credible policy announcement can cut inflationary expectations and inflation. However, the recent experience of Mexico shows that the announcement and actual implementation of a restrictive fiscal policy has not - by itself - succeeded in stopping high inflation. When compared to this strategy or to the 'orthodox' strategy described in the paper, the Dornbusch 'heterodox two-handed' approach seems to contain enough supply and demand elements to guarantee a sharp cut in inflation without a recession. Having said this, let me express my concerns about what can go wrong with such a policy package. Regarding its effectiveness in reducing inflation on a sustained basis, there is always the risk that any initial success may be followed by a period when, in response to mounting social demands for higher living standards, public expenditure is allowed to increase again. If this happens, the authorities will have an incentive to postpone the end of price controls, which would make the eventual transition to free market prices more difficult. On the other hand, the government cannot risk removing the price controls too early, for this may result in a reigniting of inflationary expectations. But where I have most doubts about the success of the plan is regarding its contribution to growth and, specifically, to the process of capital formation in Mexico. Stopping high inflation, while a prerequisite for sustained growth, will not be followed by growth unless other accompanying policy measures are taken. In this regard, let me assume for the time being (and this is no small assumption) that the kind of external debt relief suggested by the author is forthcoming, so that investment can be high and consumption per capita can rise to socially
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acceptable levels. It is not clear to me, however, that the plan will ensure a sustained increase in investment rates. For this to happen, the 'macro' fiscal adjustment proposed by the plan - and already implemented in Mexico - must be followed by a set of supply-side 'micro' fiscal policies. On the one hand, the structure of government revenues must be altered to increase the proportion of revenue raised through the tax system, which at present is only about one-third of the total. In practice, this means fighting tax fraud and broadening the tax base by enough so that there is room for certain tax reductions to be made to stimulate private capital formation. Simultaneously, there must be a major overhaul of government spending in terms of cutting many transfers and subsidies that are dissipated in consumption, and in keeping open unprofitable public firms. This will leave room - in turn - for public investment in infrastructure, which now only accounts for a small share of total spending. These measures are necessary in order to permanently reduce the budget deficit and avoid using the inflation tax in the future, as well as to allow for an appropriate rate of capital formation and growth. Unfortunately, the remarkable Mexican fiscal adjustment of the 198387 period seems to have gone in the direction of giving an increasing importance to non-tax revenue sources, while at the same time letting public spending cuts fall proportionally more on public investment than on public consumption and transfers. This makes me wonder whether the primary budget balance will not get into serious trouble again if non-tax revenues (i.e. oil) drop in the future. To conclude, I think that the Dornbusch policy proposal for Mexico has great interest and attractiveness, although I believe that it can be more effective in stopping high inflation than in promoting growth. Richard Portes CEPRand Birkbeck College, London



The paper's title is right to put debt at the centre of the stabilizationdebt-growth nexus for countries like Mexico, and my comments focus on debt: is Mexico's manageable without exceptional measures? If not, what might such measures be? First, can Mexico maintain debt service? After it formally inaugurated the 'international debt crisis' in August 1982, Mexico has made great efforts to fulfil its side of the Volcker-de la Rosiere-Baker debt strategy. The switch from a primary budget deficit of 7% of GDP to a surplus of 5% is, as the paper says, an 'incredible achievement', as is a switch from capital inflows to a net resource transfer abroad averaging 7% of GDP over a five-year period. The standard debt algebra (Cohen, 1985)
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suggests that such a performance, if maintained, is enough to stabilize the debt-income or debt-export ratio and permit significant growth. The situation improved markedly in 1986-87, with manufactured exports growing at 40% per annum and the ratio of interest payments to exports falling from 47% to 26%. So neither of the 'two gaps' is really a constraint. Nor would debt relief actually bring much benefit, if the banks would continue to roll over principal and finance 65-75% of interest payments indefinitely. Mexico is surely better placed than Argentina and Brazil, as well as several other highly indebted countries (HICs). Nevertheless, Rudi Dornbusch is correct to stress that Mexico has been overachieving, and that all the sacrifices since 1982 should bring more payoff. The population must get significant increases in real wages and consumption soon; investment must recover; and dependence on foreign finance and tutelage cannot continue. Moreover, creditors have also been overachieving by their own lights: the 'forced lending' of 1982-87 is unlikely to go on, and the banks will not settle (even semivoluntarily) for stabilizing the debt-export ratio at a high level with indefinitely growing exposure. So what is to be done? The paper rightly criticises debt-equity swaps for familiar reasons. I would add that they are highly distortionary, often involving the equivalent of multiple exchange rates according to each individual transaction (Dornbusch, 1986). It is remarkable that free-market enthusiasts who elevate the price mechanism above all are so keen on this manifestly inefficient device. Dornbusch proposes 'interest recycling', a scheme similar to one he has suggested for Brazil. His persuasiveness cannot hide several disadvantages of the scheme. The banks' balance sheets would suffer, because regulators would have to declare the loans value-impaired and require that they be written down ('marked to market'). There would be no compensation, however, in the form of the liquidity and certainty the banks would achieve if they were able simply to sell the assets at those discounted prices; indeed, to become long-term investors in foreign developing countries is an inappropriate role for commercial banks. Conversely, Mexico gets no debt relief. The present value of its obligations remains unchanged, so too the disincentive effects of the debt overhang. Dornbusch conjectures that flight capital will return because dollar asset holders will be reassured that the external balance constraint is eased, so there is less risk of exchange-rate depreciation; but the outcome could be just the opposite, if an immediate sharp appreciation and fall in real interest rates made domestic assets much less attractive. Finally, there is no indication of how the quid pro quo of tough fiscal measures and liberalization of investment opportunities is to be
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enforced - will Dornbusch conditionality replace IMF conditionality? Whatever sanction might be devised, can intrusive foreign supervision of economic policy continue indefinitely? The fundamental issue remains whether Mexico can and should fully 'honour its external debt commitments'. The major step taken by the US Treasury in associating itself with the Mexico-Morgan scheme was to recognize that some writedown of debt was inevitable, so that it was desirable to achieve it in a structured way. The scheme was not very successful, but unlike Dornbusch, I would attribute this to collusion in the tender procedure and Mexico's unduly emollient stance towards the banks (given their existing levels of provisions). Those who, like Dornbusch, argue on a priori grounds that the scope for debtor repurchases of debt (buy-backs) is limited tend to ignore clear historical evidence to the contrary, even if they allude to it two paragraphs previously (like Dornbusch). It was indeed a significant element in settling the debt defaults of the 1930s (Eichengreen and Portes, 1988); and the Council of Foreign Bondholders did not in practice seek to block it. Just as the final 'cleaning up' of outstanding Mexican debt in 1960 was a necessary prelude to returning to the capital market, so the elimination of an unsustainable debt overhang is today the key to removing instability, reversing capital flight, and relaunching sustainable growth. The long history of sovereign debt strongly suggests that neither Mexico's, nor that of other major HICs, will be 'paid off in full'. The banks have already explicitly recognized this in their provisioning. So should others in key positions to facilitate and promote buy-backs, negotiated writedowns and settlements. General discussion Ambassador Navarrete of Mexico agreed with Dornbusch's view that growing per capita incomes were necessary in order to ensure potential stability, and that a resumption of growth required a resolution of the debt problem. However, he disagreed with Dornbusch's view that the recent failure of the first experiment with a 'buy-back' plan implied that such a scheme could not form a useful part of a strategy to deal with the debt problem. Dornbusch reiterated his view that buy-backs would not work, because Mexico could not afford to pay for them, and the fact that the debt problem needed to be resolved as a matter of utmost urgency. Ambassador Navarrete also felt that the Mexican experience over the period 1982-87 provided a perfect illustration of the fact that orthodox policies do not work, and, therefore, he would have welcomed a more detailed analysis of this period.
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Peter Kenen expressed serious doubts about whether Dornbusch's debt relief proposals were viable. It was unlikely that the banks would be willing to increase their exposure - the Philippines had made a similar proposal, and it had been rejected out of hand. On the other hand, Mexico could not risk taking any unilateral action, because this would discourage the repatriation of foreign capital. Manfred Neumann expressed surprise at the fact that the money supply had been essentially ignored in the discussion of inflation. Dornbusch defended his stance, arguing that, when disinflating in a hyperinflation, the velocity of money could be expected to change substantially. In any case, wages were the primary 'causal' factor, with the money supply playing a largely passive role. Appendix A. The budget and budget concepts This appendix presents in Table Al data for the Mexican budget and offers a brief account of definitions and concepts used in the text. The purpose is to demonstrate that the operational deficit is the appropriate measure in judging the consistency of fiscal policy with only moderate inflation. Buiter (1985) provides a definitive account of alternative budget measures (see, too, the presentation by Tanzi, Blejer and Teijeiro, 1987). We start with a review of the actual budget deficit, denoted by AD, its components and its financing. The budget deficit is financed in one of three ways: sale of securities to the banking system (i.e. money financing) sale of securities to the public or abroad; asset sales to the public or abroad. Let L= B + eB* + H denote government liabilities with B domestic liabilities, B* foreign liabilities in foreign currency, e the exchange rate and H standing for monetary liabilities, i.e. high-powered money. The price level is denoted by P. Then: DL/P = Budget deficit = AD (A1) On the outlay side of the budget a distinction is made of three separate items: the non-interest deficit, NID; inflation-adjusted interest payments on domestic debt plus the value (unadjusted) of external interest payments, rB+i*eB*; and the inflationary component of domestic interest payment, pB. AD=NID+rB+i*eB*+pB (A2) where: AD is the actual budget deficit, NID the noninterest budget deficit, p the rate of inflation, r the home real interest rate (i.e. nominal rate less inflation) and i* the foreign interest rate.
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Mexico Table Al. The budget deficit measures and financing (%of GDP)



Total (a) 1965-69 1970-74 1975-79 1980-84 1985 1986 1987



1.8 5.1 8.1 12.2 10.0 16.0 15.8



Primary 2.5 2.0 -4.5 -2.2 -4.9



Operational (b) 1.3 2.7 4.4 4.1 1.1 1.8 -1.2



Financing (c) external domestic 2.4 3.0 3.9 9.8 9.9 16.6 11.6



1.2 2.1 4.0 2.6 1.1 0.8 1.4



Source: Gil Diaz (1987) and Banco de Mexico Informe Anual 1986 and 1987. Notes: (a) financial deficit or public sector borrowing requirement; (b) the operational deficit adjusts only for the inflationary erosion of public debt denominated in pesos; (c) financing of the financial deficit; (d) 1977-79.



Inflation-adjusted budgeting can best be understood in terms on the economic definition of the budget. The economic definition of the budget, referred to here as the economic budget deficit, is the increase in the real value of total net government liabilities. We denote the economic deficit by ED and distinguish it from the actual deficit or public sector borrowing requirement. D(L/P) = Change in the real value of government liabilities = ED



(A3)



An increase in the real value of liabilities is interpreted as a deficit, a reduction as a surplus. This economic deficit can be related to the actual deficit. From the definition of (L/P) we have: D(L/P) = DL/P- p(L/P)



(A4)



Accordingly the economic deficit is equal to the actual deficit less the inflationary erosion of government liabilities. ED = AD - Inflationary erosion of all government liabilities =AD-



pH-pB-(p-d)eB*



(A5)



where d denotes the rate of exchange depreciation. The basic point then is that measured deficits overstate the economic deficit because of the inflationary erosion of government liabilities. Now we can decompose the budget deficit as in (Al) to obtain: ED= NID+rB + (i*+d-p)eB*-pH



(A6)
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Assuming that the real exchange rate is constant the term d - p will cancel and we are left with the economic deficit as the sum of the non-interest deficit plus real interest payments on all debt less the inflationary erosion of the government's monetary liabilities. Two central budget concepts can be explained in terms of this equation. The primary deficit is the non-interest deficit NID. The operational deficit is the primary deficit plus real interest payments, Neither of these two concepts measures the NID+rB+(i*d-p)eB*. economic deficit; nor, however, does the actual deficit. When inflation abruptly ends, different budget concepts are strongly affected. The actual budget deficit will decline because the inflationary component of interest vanises. On the other hand, the inflationary erosion of real balances ceases and hence the economic budget deficit will, therefore, increase unless there is an offsetting reduction in real interest payments or a reduction in the primary deficit. This increase in the economic deficit simply reflects the fact that the inflation tax pH is being abandoned when inflation ceases. Using Mexican 1987 data, the operational budget showed a surplus of 1.2% and inflationary erosion of real balances amounted to 3.6% of GDP. Thus, in 1987 there was an economic surplus of 4.7% of GDP. If inflation were to cease the economic surplus would shrink to the size of the operational surplus. This makes the case for using the operational budget as a measure of the economic deficit when there is no inflation.



Table BI. Key macroeconomic data (% of GDP, unless otherwise mentioned) Current account Year 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 (c)



Growth (% p.a.) 6.9 4.1 8.4 8.4 6.1 5.6 4.2 3.4 8.2 9.1 8.3 7.9 -0.5 -5.2 3.6 2.7 -3.8 1.1



Investment



Priv. saving



Budget deficit



18.1 18.8 19.4 20.6 20.9 21.6 20.9 18.8 20.0 22.0 23.4 24.9 21.0 16.0 16.3 16.9 15.5 15.3



18.9 18.0 20.4 21.5 22.0 21.4 21.0 22.2 22.3 22.4 22.8 23.1 25.6 22.9 23.2 23.8 n.a. n.a.



1.4 0.8 3.0 4.0 3.8 4.9 4.7 5.4 5.5 6.3 6.8 13.6 16.2 8.5 7.3 8.3 15.2 15.8



Total



Nica (a)



1.9 1.1 0.6 1.0 2.7 3.3 2.1 -0.2 0.8 2.4 4.5 5.1 -0.1 -5.8 -5.6 -4.3 -1.0 3.1



1.7 0.8 0.8 1.4 2.7 2.9 2.9 -0.1 0.8 1.6 1.8 2.7 -2.6 -10.3 -8.4 -5.7 -4.7 -67



Source: IndicadoresEconomicos,Banco de Mexico, and Morgan Guaranty. Notes: (a) Nica = non-interest current account deficit; (b) index: 1980:82= 100; (c) estimates.



R exch rat
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